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INTRODUCTION

Getting measurement “right” requires consistently accurate and timely measurement results. This requires 
a well-defined and consistent approach to the operation and maintenance of metering.

A measurement framework should include:

•  Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) that define how measurement operations are performed;
•  Training that builds understanding (why) and competencies (what);
•  Tools that streamline measurement processes and create consistent and timely records.

These three infrastructure pillars support measurement professionals to understand exactly what to do in 
the field, how to replicate their measurement tasks, and how to produce accurate measurements. 

Furthermore, oil and gas companies that operate on Federal and Indian lands need a measurement infra-
structure that supports compliance with the onshore production requirements of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement (BLM) for accurate measurement.

By implementing the proper measurement infrastructure, you can ensure that you are both compliant with 
BLM orders and positioned to avoid penalties, increase fairness to all stakeholders and royalty holders, 
uphold contract terms, and maximize revenue-generating activity.

Understanding the 2016 BLM Final Rules For Onshore Oil & Gas Measurement

In 2016, the BLM published revisions to the Oil & Gas Measurement Regulations (43 CFR 3170’s) for 
conducting oil and gas operations on Federal and Indian lands. This 2016 rule, made effective in January 
2017, updated the BLM Onshore Orders to incorporate the latest industry standards for measurement:

•  Ensure operating locations are properly and securely handled to prevent theft and loss.
•  Enable accurate measurement and production accountability.
•  Ensure companies meet minimum standards for the accurate measurement of oil.
•  Ensure companies meet minimum standards for the accurate measurement of gas.
•  Provide all records as may be required by regulation, written order, Onshore Order, NTL, or COA.

The rule set out to standardize practices and create consistency in how measurement is performed across 
a wide range of geography and operators.

 X 43 CFR 3173 (Site Security & Production Handling) establishes standards for properly handling 
product, preventing loss, and creating accountability for who is responsible for the accurate 
measurement of product on Federal and Indian lands, including site security, commingling, and off-
lease measurement.

The rule highlights the importance of establishing Facility Measurement Points (FMP) where measurement 
takes place at each point in the oil and gas value chain as production moves from the ground to the mar-
ket.

An FMP is the BLM-approved point where oil or gas produced from a federal or Indian lease is measured, 
and where that measurement affects the calculation of royalty owed. All BLM recordkeeping is associated 
with FMP numbers.
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This aspect of the rulemaking highlights the importance of incorporating site facility diagrams into mea-
surement SOPs. Companies with BLM FMPs must have site facility diagrams for all locations where oil or 
gas is produced.

This requirement carries additional benefits to your operation by expanding knowledge of facilities and 
tracking each asset in the field. If your company’s measurement schematics are out-of-date or do not ex-
ist, you will be required to update or create these diagrams to satisfy subsection 3173.11.

This aspect of the rulemaking highlights the importance of incorporating site facility diagrams into mea-
surement SOPs. Companies with BLM FMPs must have site facility diagrams for all locations where oil or 
gas is produced.

This requirement carries additional benefits to your operation by expanding knowledge of facilities and 
tracking each asset in the field. If your company’s measurement schematics are out-of-date or do not ex-
ist, you will be required to update or create these diagrams to satisfy subsection 3173.11.

 X 43 CFR 3174 (Measurement of Oil) captures the BLM policies governing production accountability 
for oil produced on Federal and Indian lands. This includes, but is not limited to, the following 
requirements:

• Companies need to obtain and incorporate FMP numbers for all measurement sites.
• All FMPs must meet uncertainty requirements.
• Operators are required to meet the BLM schedule of master proving.
• Equipment installed after the 2016 rule effective date must comply with an approved PMT (Production 

Measurement Team) list.
• For system commissioning, approved systems should include only LACT measurement stations 

consisting of PD Meter or CMS (Coriolis), as per API 21.2.
• Access and data security measure s should be implemented to secure measurement data that is 

collected and transmitted.
• Meter proving should be conducted on all LACT startups.
• Tank Gauging should be performed in accordance with API 3.1A and API 18.2.
• Companies should operate and report within BLM calibration requirements.

Figure 1: Example of 3173 Site Facility Diagram via MuddyBoots.online

http://muddyboots.online/
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 X 43 CFR 3175 (Measurement of Gas) establishes the minimum standards for the measurement of 
natural gas on BLM managed lands. The 2016 rule is focused on the minimum requirements for 
installation and meter tube inspection frequency, EGM Commissioning, Verification, and Calibration in 
alignment with API 21.1, and the minimum requirements for gas sampling and related reporting to 
BLM. This includes, but is not limited to, the following requirements:

METER TUBE INSTALLATION AND INSPECTION

• Identify the schedule for a basic and detailed inspection.
• Identify the Boroscope or equivalent for meter tube internal inspection.
• Create a checklist to ensure proper recordkeeping if the BLM does not attend the inspection.
• Notify BLM before each installation startup and inspection.

ELECTRONIC GAS MEASUREMENT

• Identify the EGM Commissioning Procedure as per API 21.1.
• Identify the Verification and Calibration procedure (reflecting the BLM schedule).
• Create a record for the Commissioning Process, Verification, and Calibration process for BLM records.
• Provide the last 10 EGM configurations and the last 50 alarms and events.
• Create policies that include verification after installation or following repair.
• Capture when you make volume corrections.
• Create test equipment certification schedules.
• Meet the minimum-approved EGM equipment requirements with proper displays and on-site 

information.

GAS SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS

• Identify the process of taking gas quality (e.g. spot sampling or chromatography).
• Reflect spot sample uncertainty and frequency.
• Optimize reporting to demonstrate that sampling meets the uncertainty requirement.
• Capture all BLM gas measurement fields for BLM reporting.
• Verify correct sample probe installation and procedures in accordance with API 14.1, Subsection 6.4.2.
• Ensure the maximum time between samples conforms to 3175.110.
• Ensure the ambient temperature for samples meets minimum requirements through proper insulation 

and/or heat tracing.
• Prepare to report GARV (Gas Analysis Reporting and Verification System) data for each FMP to the BLM 

system.
• Ensure that all online Gas Chromatographs (GCs) are installed, operated, and maintained under the 

requirements of GPA 2166-05.
• Verify that all GCs have been installed, operated, and calibrated as per GPA 2261-13.
• Capture GC verification records for review by BLM.
• Identify which GC components must be analyzed.

PILLAR 1: MEASUREMENT SOPS - HOW

Measurement SOPs are the first pillar of the measurement infrastructure required to achieve accurate and 
repeatable measurement. SOPs are based on the guidelines and requirements for measurement in accor-
dance with industry standards, best practices, and regulations. This includes procedures for the frequency 
of measurement, QA inspection, control evidence, and applicable forms. 
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For those operating on BLM royalty properties, SOPs should also be in alignment with 43 CFR 3173, 3174, 
and 3175 to provide verification that measurement practices conform to the 2016 BLM rule. 

 X 43 CFR 3173 example: Facility site diagrams should be incorporated into measurement SOPs. This 
way, when a BLM AO (authorized officer) arrives on-site to review activity, your company will be 
equipped to validate production using your procedures. The site diagram should include important 
information such as the FMP #, EGM #, and relevant dates.

 X 43 CFR 3174 example: When meter proving is conducted on LACT startups, the BLM AO will need 
to be in attendance. Measurement SOPs should be updated so that the AO can validate that you have 
appropriate procedures in place to support startup. The site diagram for liquids should include the FMP 
#, Tank or LACT #, and relevant dates.

 X 43 CFR 3175 example: SOPs for EGM (electronic gas measurement) must comply with subsection 
3175.30 that incorporates by reference API 21.1 for EGM system commissioning. This means that 
when updating SOPs to confirm EGM compliance, your procedures should align with the BLM schedule 
for verification and calibration, outline how to create a verification checklist for BLM records, reflect 
testing schedules, and reflect minimum requirements for EGM equipment.

These are just three examples of ensuring alignment between your measurement SOPs and BLM require-
ments. Each portion of your measurement SOPs should be reviewed and updated to reflect the corre-
sponding requirements in the 2016 Final Rules.

Additionally, when updating measurement SOPs, consider updating your recordkeeping processes to 
maintain accurate and reliable records to satisfy a BLM review. The BLM Records Retention Policy includes 
various requirements for companies to maintain records for production on Federal and Indian land. Doing 
the leg work now will best position your company to satisfy a forthcoming BLM review.

PILLAR 2: TRAINING - WHY & WHAT

Training is the next pillar to achieve accurate and repeatable measurement. Training should address mea-
surement fundamentals to support understanding of why SOPs are required, and how they are applied to 
measurement practice. This understanding of “why” and “what” develops the competency needed to follow 
measurement practice and to troubleshoot measurement issues.

Measurement training helps professionals understand exactly what to do (as captured by the procedures 
contained in your measurement SOPs), how to replicate their required tasks to create consistency, and 
how to produce accurate measurement records that satisfy BLM requirements.

Measurement training is an opportunity for measurement personnel to advance beyond basic knowledge of 
vendor tools to a deeper understanding of the fundamentals of measurement. Training should be based on 
industry standards and best practices to achieve measurement certainty.

For example, training on the fundamentals of gas measurement will help personnel understand why 
procedures are performed in a specific manner to comply with BLM requirements and also be able to make 
important distinctions when performing measurement in the field. After receiving training, gas measure-
ment personnel will be able to:
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• Evaluate common standard conditions of measurement in quantity and quality determination.
• Recognize the laws that define the behavior of gases.
• Apply the best practices of electronic flow measurement.
• Properly conduct and witness a meter test.
• Distinguish industry standards for custody transfer and non-custody transfer measurement.
• Recognize how language in measurement contracts guides field operation procedures.

Training on the fundamentals will also allow measurement personnel to identify and correct problems. In-
stead of wasting valuable time searching for answers or trying to determine why they cannot replicate the 
same measurement, your personnel will be equipped to quickly recognize problems, overcome challenges 
in collecting representative samples, and employ various sampling techniques to achieve the desired out-
come.

Dedicated, instructor-led measurement training is the ideal forum to help personnel develop a deeper un-
derstanding of their role in measurement accuracy. Seemingly minor discrepancies can have far-reaching 
results, including an adverse impact on revenue, non-compliance issues with BLM requirements, breach of 
contracts, and possible litigation. Clearly, the need for accurate measurement is imperative, which can be 
achieved through measurement training.

PILLAR 3: TOOLS TO STREAMLINE & RECORD

The third pillar to help your operation achieve accurate and repeatable measurement is to utilize cloud-
based measurement software that directly supports the implementation of your measurement SOPs and 
natively creates records supporting conformance to your SOPs.

Measurement software, such as the tools provided by Muddy Boots Online, can be used to maintain regu-
latory compliance, schedule and record meter calibrations, create measurement reports, and communicate 
measurement changes.

Muddy Boots offers measurement schematics software that allows your operation to maintain regulatory 
compliance and communicate measurement changes throughout your operation. Additionally, Muddy Boots 
developed BLM Site Facility Diagrams that align with 43 CFR 3173.

If your operation’s measurement schematics are out of date or do not exist, you can utilize software tools 
to update or create these diagrams that satisfy the BLM requirements. Specifically, the muddyboots.online 
Schematic tool is cloud-based software that provides an equipment database approach to measurement 
flow diagrams, which is usable to satisfy the BLM Site Facility Diagram requirements.

With the Muddy Boots schematic builder, your Site Facility Diagrams can be auto-generated based on tem-
plates you’ve reviewed and based on your naming standards. A completed Site Facility Diagram program 
will support compliance. The added value is the opportunity to build a comprehensive equipment database 
that includes all wells, treatment, measurement, and storage equipment.

Not having a current representation of all measurement points, fuel take-offs, and process equipment at 
all of your locations could result in measurement and accounting errors. Building and maintaining mea-
surement schematics -- or measurement flow diagrams -- for your entire operation allows you to gain 
control and achieve certainty that your operation’s measurement is accurate.

Additionally, utilizing the Muddy Boots platform will provide measurement personnel with one software 
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application to track their tasks in the field. This will increase efficiency, allow personnel to utilize their mea-
surement training to create consistency, make recording information easier, and support revenue-generat-
ing activity.

CONTACT GCI TO BUILD YOUR MEASUREMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

When measurement SOPs, measurement training, and cloud-based measurement software are harmonized 
in a measurement framework, your operation will be well-positioned to support overall measurement qual-
ity and to satisfy BLM requirements. Your operation will also be ready to quickly and nimbly adapt to any 
future regulatory changes, such as revisions to the 2016 Final Rules.

For example, in July 2020, the BLM announced proposed revisions to the 2016 Final Rules that were de-
signed to address regulatory burdens pertaining to onshore oil and gas measurement and site security. 
The BLM noted that the proposed revisions would incorporate a number of industry standards and recom-
mended practices, either in whole or in part. In effect, the incorporated standards would become regulato-
ry requirements.

Overall, the BLM took a positive step forward by introducing proposed changes that would reduce the 
unnecessary regulatory burden on oil and gas producers, while still maintaining a strong commitment to 
measurement and recordkeeping accuracy.

The key for operators is to take note of the incorporation of industry standards and recommended practic-
es, which should be reflected in your measurement SOPs. Then, your measurement personnel should be 
trained on how to perform their tasks in accordance with these standards. This activity can then be man-
aged through the use of cloud-based software to ensure complete alignment with BLM requirements.

 X As a starting point, we recommend that companies and operators work with Gas Certification Institute 
to update or implement measurement SOPs. In our program, we build out SOP manuals for both 
liquid and gas measurement that are founded in the industry standards and then customized to your 
company’s specific operations. Each portion of the manual will identify the recommended industry 
standard, allowing users to refer to the appropriate documents when performing tasks in accordance 
with the requirements.

 X We also recommend that measurement personnel receive training on the fundamentals of gas and 
liquid measurement based on API, AGA, and GPA standards. All measurement is based on contracts 
between partners, and all contracts reflect “standards and best practices,” not equipment.

GCI instructor-led courses (classroom training, on-site training, and online training) on the fundamentals 
of gas, liquid, and crude measurement are taught directly from the industry standards. This way, person-
nel return to the field with confidence to perform their tasks in alignment with your measurement SOPs 
and industry requirements. Summarily, being trained on industry-sourced procedures creates consistency, 
and consistency creates desired accuracy in measurement.

 X Finally, we recommend utilizing the measurement software tools provided by Muddy Boots Online. 
Muddy Boots works with producers to maintain BLM compliance, while also enabling them to accurately 
manage and share their measurement schematics in a searchable, fully-audited measurement 
database. With no servers to purchase or software to install, your measurement schematics 
implementation can be process-driven by your measurement needs.

https://gascertification.com/changes-oil-gas-regulations/
https://gascertification.com/sop-manuals/
https://gascertification.com/training-courses/
https://gascertification.com/training-courses/
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Through the combination of measurement SOPs, measurement training, and cloud-based measurement 
software, your operation will be ready to meet the current and future regulatory requirements, including 
when operating on Federal or Indian land.

Contact GCI to inquire about building a comprehensive framework to define measurement activity and 
create consistency to achieve your objectives. We’ll help you find exceptional value optimizing your pro-
duction efforts in alignment with industry standards, contracts, and applicable BLM requirements.

Gas Certification Institute
P.O. Box 131525

Houston, TX 77219-1525

Phone: 281-598-7200
Fax: 281-598-7199

Email: contact@gascertification.com

https://gascertification.com/contact/
mailto:contact@gascertification.com

